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Monday, February 22, 2010 285aMbCD. Significant large-scale self-clustering of IgE-Fc3RI occurs upon cross-
linking with multivalent antigen, and we describe analytical methods to correct
for multiple gold binding and quantify clustering in these stimulated cells.
Our correlation function particle distribution approach is likely to have wide
applicability in nanoscale image analysis.
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Membrane active peptides represent a class of soluble proteins that interact and
disrupt the plasma membrane. Examples of these include antimicrobial pep-
tides, cancer therapeutics, and cell-penetrating peptides. These peptides are
amphipathic and, in a concentration dependent manner, can self assemble to
destabilize the lipid bilayer. These peptides are rich in positively charged lysine
and arginine residues and thus have a strong preference for negatively charged
bilayers. In order to study the insertion mechanism and kinetics of these pep-
tides, we have designed a negatively charged, supported bilayer platform on
silicon. The negative charge serves to electrostatically drive peptides to bind
to the lipid bilayer interface. Furthermore, this platform is electrically address-
able through electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, which yields bilayer
resistance, thickness, and structural heterogeneity data. This platform consists
of an asymmetrical bilayer with 10 mol% negatively charged POPS, choles-
terol, and POPC in the upper leaflet and DPhPC lipids in the lower leaflet,
all supported by a PEG cushion on a silicon wafer. Resistances up to 2*104
Ohm cm2 and capacitances of 0.8 yF cm2 have been measured for the plat-
form. The high resistance allows for high accuracy in the detection of the
activity of membrane active peptides of interest.
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Bacterial membranes present solid-ordered/liquid-disordered (so/ld) coopera-
tive melting event close to physiological temperature. The cellular advantage
of this thermotropic melting event is yet to be determined. We show that this
thermal behavior provides resistance towards a membrane active antibacterial
agent.
Phospholipase A2 type IIA (sPLA2-IIA) is a hydrolytic enzyme which pres-
ents antibacterial properties towards Gram positive bacteria. The enzyme
has higher activity in ld phase compared to so phase in anionic membranes.
We show that the lipid phase behavior of Staphylococcus aureus (S.aureus)
membranes as measured by FTIR modulates sPLA2-IIA by inducing a sharp
drop in activity below the melting temperature of the membrane (centered at
15.3C).
The effects of sPLA2-IIA treatment on cell viability are also investigated.
While above the main melting event viability drops to 20% of the initial
CFU after treatment, below the main melting event cell viability only drops
to 60% under the same treatment. This strongly suggests that cells in the
solid-ordered phase are better adapted to survive the enzymatic insult.
These results led us to explore if a subpopulation of S.aureus enriched in
ordered lipids can be selected after repeated treatment with sPLA2-IIA at
37C. After selecting for resistance at 37C we measured growth curves, mem-
brane order, and cell viability as a function of treatment temperature. The
results suggest that at 37C there is a bacterial subpopulation with increased
membrane rigidity that insures survival of the colony to an insult by sPLA2-
IIA. This subpopulation also presents a longer latency period which can be
explained by the increased presence in ordered lipids, which are known to in-
hibit cell division. Even if the growth conditions are not optimal, the presence
of this subpopulation ensures survival from the antibacterial insult.
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Hungary.Hyaluronan (HA), an unbranched non-sulfated glycosaminoglycan, is an im-
portant component of the extracellular and pericellular matrix of various cell
types. It has key roles in many biological processes such as wound healing,
angiogenesis, embryonic development, tumor progression and invasion. HA is
especially abundant around tumor cells in malignant gliomas where it is
associated with high invasivity and a poor prognosis. However it is unknown
how malignancy is correlated with the biomechanical properties of the cellu-
lar glycocalyx and the lifetime of the chemical bonds formed by HA with its
ligands. Here we introduce a method applicable to the study of biophysical
properties of cellular glycocalyx through tether extraction. Specifically, we
reveal the extent of the cellular ECM of a glioma cell line (HB), we demon-
strate that tethers formed through non specific binding can be pulled from the
cellular glycocalyx and by using a magnetic tweezers we determine the life-
time of these tethers. To calculate lifetime we simultaneously extract multiple
tethers under constant force using paramagnetic beads as force transducer.
We demonstrate that the stochastic lifetimes of these tethers and thus the
bonds they are associated with are exponentially distributed and can be pa-
rametrized by a generalized Bell model. We determine the maximum likeli-
hood estimates of the relevant parameters, such as force-free dissociation
constant and reactive compliance. We test the consistency of our approach
using computer simulations. This method could be employed in the develop-
ment of therapies which interfere with HA organization and HA-receptor
binding.
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A model of bilayer lipid membrane with bola-lipids is studied. The bola-lipid is
modeled by linking tails of the hydrophobic chains in the opposite monolayers
within bilayer. We use for analytical derivations a flexible string model of
hydrocarbon chain (Mukhin, Baoukina 2005) with modified condition at the
linked chains ends. Calculated lateral pressure profiles are asymmetrical due to
different concentrations of the U-shaped bolalipids in the opposite monolayers,
Fig. 1, and orientational order parameters for linked and regular chains differ
significantly at the monolayers interface, Fig. 2.1494-Pos
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Long-term ion channel (IC) screening using cell-based assays is currently
limited by throughput and cell to cell variability. ICs isolated and reconstituted
into suspended lipid membranes offer an isolated view into IC structure and
function, but IC recordings are limited by the short lifetime of the bilayer.
Polymerizable lipids (poly(lipids)) offers one potential strategy for long-term
